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Depth and equivariant cohomology

J. DUFLOT

0. Introduction

Let G be a finite group and let X be a space on which G acts continuously.
Choose a classifying bundle PG —> BG for principal G-bundles. The group G acts

freely on the contractible space PG, and there is a diagonal action of G on
PGxX. Let PGxGX dénote the orbit space of this diagonal action.

Let p be a prime integer. The mod-p equivariant cohomology ring of the
G-space X is defined by the formula

H%(X, Z/pZ) H*(PG x°X, Z/pZ).

The main resuit of this paper is:

THEOREM 1 (see Section 2). The depth of H%(X, ZIpZ) is greater than or
equal to the maximum rank of a central p-torus acting trivially on X.

Hère a p-torus is a direct product of cyclic groups of order p, and the rank of a

p-torus A is the number of cyclic factors of A.
In a séries of papers (Ql, Q2) D. Quillen investigated the algebraic structure

of this ring. For example, suppose X has finite-dimensional mod-p cohomology.
In this case Quillen proves the following

THEOREM (Theorem 7.7 of (Ql)). The Krull dimension of the commutative

ring

HaK~^'^>-\H*(X,ZlpZ)

is equal to the maximum rank of a p-torus A of G such than XA/ 0.

In Section 4 of this paper, we use Theorem 1 and this dimension theorem of
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628 J DUFLOT

Quillen's to show that certain cohomology modules are Cohen-Macaulay
(Theorem 2).

Most of this work is contained in my thesis, written at M.I.T. under the

guidance of Daniel Quillen. He suggested that I study thèse cohomology rings
from a commutative-algebraic point of view; he also gave me most of my gênerai
insights into the subject and most of my spécifie methods of attack. I am very
grateful to him for this guidance.

1. Preliminaries

The purpose of this preliminary section is to state some basic définitions and

results, and to set notation.
Let G be a finite group. There is a classifying bundle PG —» BG for principal

G-bundles with paracompact base. The spaces PG and BG may be assumed to be

(paracompact) CW-complexes.
Suppose that G acts continuously on a topological space X. Following Borel

(B) we define

XG=PGxGX

to be the orbit space of the diagonal action of G on PG x X. We assume that the

space X is such that XG is a paracompact, locally contractible, Hausdorff space.
For example, take X to be locally compact, paracompact, locally contractible and

Hausdorff.
If R is a commutative ring, define the equivariant cohomology ring of the

G-space X with coefficient in R to be

where the right hand side of this équation is ordinary singular cohomology with
coefficients in JR. The restrictions on X enable us to say that this définition of
equivariant cohomology agrées with that of Borel (B) and Quillen (Ql) (thèse

authors use sheaf cohomology); so we may use some results of their work.
We will make use of the following properties:

(a) (Ql, Section 1) H%(X, R) is independent of the choice of classifying bundle
for G.

(b) (Ql, (1.5)) Functoriality: If u : G -* G1 is a homomorphism of finite groups
and /:X—»X' is m-equivariant, then there is a homomorphism
(u,/)*:Hg<(X\ JR)-*JFfS(X, JR). If / and u are inclusions, this homomorphism
will be denoted "res".
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(c) If X pt is a point, then Hg(pt, R) H*(PGxGX, R) H*(BG, R). In
other words, H% H%(pt, R) is classical group cohomology with coefficients in
the trivial G-module JR.

2. A regular séquence in H*(X, ZIpZ)

In this section, the cohomology groups hâve coefficients in Z/pZ, where p is a

fixed prime, unless otherwise indicated.
Let

(pt) p odd

b(pt) p=2.

The ring H is a commutative ring. The graded group H*(X) may be considered as

an H-module via the map X—>pt. An H-sequence on M H%(X) (or on any
H-module M) may be defined in the following way (K):

A séquence of éléments xl5 x2,..., xN,... of positive degree in H is said to be

an H-sequence on M (or a regular séquence on M) if Xi is not a zéro divisor on
M, and if for each i > 1, xt is not a zéro divisor on M/(xl5..., xl_1)M.

Let n > 0. For each i such that 1 < i < n, the séquence of éléments xl9..., xn

of H is an H-sequence on H%(X) if and only if xu..., xx is an H-sequence on
H*(X) and x,+1,..., xn is an H-sequence on H*(X)/(x!,..., xl)HS(X).

Theorems of Evens (E) and Venkov (V, see also (Ql)) show that H is

Noetherian and that H*(X) is a finitely generated H-module if H*(X) is

finite-dimensional over ZjpZ. In this case, any two maximal H-sequences hâve
the same (finite) length (e.g. see (K); in Theorem 121 of (K), take the idéal / to be

the positive degree éléments of H). This common length we call the depth of
H*(X).

Hère is the main theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let A be a p-torus that contained in the center of G. Suppose
also that A acts trivially on X. Then there is a regular séquence on H%(X) of length

equal to rank (A). Thus, if H*(X) is finite dimensional over Z/pZ, then

depth H%{X)>rank (A).

This theorem will be proved by induction on the rank of A. Before we give the

proof of Theorem 1, we need some preliminary results.
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Let A be a cyclic group of order p contained in the center of G, such that
XA X. (XA {x € X | ax x Va € A}). Consider the représentation p : A -*> C*
given by p(a) exp (2-m/p), where a is a fixed generator for A. The représentation

p of A gives an A-action on C. Using this action we hâve a line bundle, also

called p, over the classifying space BA for A (as in (A)):

PAxAC-*£A.
p

The first Chern class for this bundle is c^p) e HA(pt, Z) H2(BA, Z); via the
homomorphism Z —» Z/pZy we hâve a mod-p Chern class for p, Ci(p) e H2(BA)
Hi.

Since A acts trivially on X, there is an "equivariant" Lyndon-Hochschild-
Serre spectral séquence (see Section 3):

E** H*(XO/A, {H*}) ^> H*(Xa).

Since A is central in G, and coefficients are in a field,

Er Hp(XG/A,H%)^Hp(Xa/A)^z/pZH% (see Section 3).

It is well known that

A(x) p odd

(a polynomial algebra on cx(p) tensored with
an exterior algebra on x where the Bockstein
of x equals ct(p).)

Z/2Z(y) p 2

(a polynomial algebra on y, where y • y Ci(p).)

Following Evens (E) we hâve:

LEMMA 1. Let aeH^iX) be any cohomology class such that

f{X)-^r*HAM E%2M takes a to ct(p)M, where M>0. Then

(a) Cl{p)eE^2M for every r>2,
(b) Multiplication by ct(p) induces an isomorphism E?yi ~

> Eftl+2M for every
»2 and />0 (EfJ= © E1;1), and
(c) Ef^+2 EÎ*

l2*°

Proof
(a) Referring to the fibration (see Section 3) giving rise to the spectral
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séquence

BA -» PG xGX-» P(G/A)xG/AX

it is enough to note that ct(p) is the restriction to the cohomology of the fibre BA
of the class a in the cohomology of the total space PG xGX. Thus, for every r > 2,

dr(ci(p)M) 0, when d, is the appropriate r-th differential of the spectral
séquence.

(b) Multiplication by c^p) is an isomorphism

for every j>0 since Ci(p) is a polynomial generator of H%. So, for r 2, (b) is

true.
Suppose (b) has been proven for r > 2. Suppose / > 0. Consider the following

diagram:

7i-r,j+r-l+2M r7i,j +2M ï7»+r,j—r+l+2M
Z-r —¦-*X3r —-^£2-,.

î î îî î î
Cl(p)M Cl(p)M Cl(p)M

T7t~ r,j-f-r — 1 171,j ot+rj—r+1

dr is the diflEerential of the spectral séquence. The diagram is commutative since

by the multiplicative property of dr, and since dr(c1(p)M) 0.

If / - r +1 > 0, then by induction ail the vertical maps are isomorphisms, so the
induced map on homology,

Ci(p)M

is an isomorphism.
If j'-r + KO, E^+rJ"r+1 0, and a diagram case shows that

E7i,j I7i,j+2M
Ci(p)m

is an isomorphism in this case also.

(c) d2m+2:E¥M+2-*EÏ™^-2M+\ Suppose that j<2M; then
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*m+2) 0 since the spectral séquence is first quadrant. If / > 2M, there is

an integer m > 0 such that j 2mM+ k, where k < 2M. Let y g E2'jm+2 ESmhkT*;
then (b) and induction on m show that y (ci(p)M)m • x for some x e E2'm4-2- S°

* • d2M+2(x) ± d^^idip)-*4 • x 0 ± 0 0.

So d2M+2 s 0, and E£J+2 Et*. QED
Thus, we hâve

COROLLARY 1. The cohomology class a ofLemma 1 is not a zéro divisor on
H*(X).

Proof. Lemma 1 shows that multiplication by ct(p)M is injective on E**. So

multiplication by a, which restricts to c^p)™, must be injective on H%(X). QED

Let l N/p be the index of A in G, where N is the order of G. Corresponding
to the one-dimensional représentation p of A, there is the i-dimensional induced
représentation ind (p) of G. There is an t-dimensional vector bundle, also called

ind(p), over the classifying space BG for G:

PG xG Cl -» BG.

The mod-p Chern classes for this vector bundle are c,(ind (p)) e H2l(BG) Hq
for 0<i<L

LEMMA 2. The cohomology class e q(ind(p)) is a non-zero divisor on
H*(X).

Proof. Since A is central, the Mackey induction formula (e.g., see (Se)) shows

that

res ind (p)) Ip p© • • • ©p.
1 tunes

Thus res(cl(ind(p))) cI(res (ind(p)) Ci(fp) c1(p)1 by various properties of
Chern classes. (Hère "res" is ambiguously used to dénote either the restriction of
the représentation ind(p) of G to the subgroup A, or the restriction map in
cohomology from H% to ff%.)

We may now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. We begin the induction by noting that Lemma 2 proves
the Theorem in case rank (A) 1.
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Now, suppose rank (A) n > 1. Thus, A is central, and XA X. Let l N/pn
be the index of A in G. Let Ax be a subgroup of rank 1 in A, and write

A=AtxB where B is a p-torus of rank n -1.
There is a one-dimensional représentation p : Ax x B —» C of A given by p (the

same p as in Lemma 1) on Ax and the trivial représentation on B. Let
e Q (indA_>G (p)) e Ho^Hbe the top Chern class of the i-dimensional représentation

indA_^G(p) of G. If resA^GiHS-^H^, then we hâve resAi_^G(e) c^p)1.
This follows again from the Mackey induction formula, which implies that

resAi_G (indA^o (p)) resAi_A (resA^G (indA_G (p))) resAi_^A (lp) Ip; and
standard properties of Chern classes.

Thus, Lemma 2 says that e is not a zerodivisor on H%(X).
The finite group G acts on C21 via indA_^G(p) and therefore on C21xX

diagonally. So there is a vector bundle

PG xG (C21 x X) —* PG x°X,

(PGxX)xGC21

and the associated (orientable) sphère bundle is

PG xG (S21"1 x X) -jr-* PG xGX;

recall that indA_>G(p) is unitary, since p is unitary. Associated to this sphère
bundle £' is a mod-p Euler class; it is the top Chern class of the vector bundle £.

Therefore this Euler class is equal to e.

There is the exact Gysin séquence for £' (S):

The map HJ~2I(XG)-» H](XG) is multiplication by e as indicated, and since e

is a non-zero-divisor, this map in injective.
So, there is a short exact séquence of H-modules

0 -> H*(XG) -^ H*(Xq) ^ H^iS21-1 x X)o) -* 0,

where H*(XG) ©ts0 Hl(XG). Multiplication by e is an H-module map since e

has even degree.
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This short exact séquence shows that there is an H-module isomorphism

H^iS21-1 x X)G) 4r—

induced by $.

The isomorphism 0 provides the inductive step. For, how does B act on
S2I"1xX? In fact, B acts trivially. To see this it is enough to note that

(1) resB_>G(indA_^G(p)) l (the i-dimensional trivial représentation).

(Proof: B is central since A is. So resB_>G(indA_*G(p))

resB_A (resA_*G (indA_^G (p))) resB^A (Ip) l • res^A (p) l) and
(2) XB X; this follows because XA =X and B^A.
Since rank(B)<rank(A), B is central and (S2Mxx)B=S2MxX, we may

use induction to obtain an H-sequence_eu e2,..., en_i of length n-1 on
H*((S2I~1xX)G). Using the isomorphism 0; e, eu e2,..., en-x is an H-sequence
of length n on H*(Xg). QED

We notice that it is possible to explicitly write down an H-sequence on
H^iXa) in the following manner. Write A A1xA2X'--xAn as a direct
product of cyclic groups of order p. For 1 < i < n, let p^.A-* C* be the one
dimensional représentation of A given by the trivial représentation of A on ail
but the i-th factor of A and by (our usual) p on Ar If ex Ci(indA_^G (pj) is the
î-th Chern class of pt(l Nlpn) the proof of Theorem 1 shows that eu e2,..., en is

an H-sequence on H*(XG).
Also,

where G acts on (S21"1)1 via indCp,) on the /-th factor (for l</<i) and on
(S21"1)1 xX diagonally.

3. A spectral séquence

If G and X are as in Section 2, let N be a normal subgroup of G acting
trivially on X.

In this section we point out that there is a fibration

3/N
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giving rise to a Serre spectral séquence

E** H*(XG/N, {H*}) 4> H*(Xg).

({•} dénotes local coefficients.)
To get the fibration (*) we start with a classifying bundle P(G/N)->B(G/N)

for principal G/N bundles. Then, there is a classifying bundle PG-+BG for
principal G-bundles and a commutative diagram

BGy>B(G/N)

with / a fibration.
Since N acts trivially on P(G/N) there is a commutative diagram

PG

f
PG/N -* P(G/N)

BG -f>B(GIN)

and the big square is cartesian.

Replacing the fibres of the principal G/N bundles £ and £' by the G/N-space
X and noting that PG/NxG/NX is homeomorphic to PGxGX, we hâve a

commutative diagram of fibrations with the indicated square cartesian.

BN —> Xq > Xc/fsjr

II ID I
BN^BG -> B(G/N)

Since the fibration XG -» Xg/n is induced from the map BG -> B(G/N), if the
local coefficient System is trivial for the latter fibration, it is trivial for the former
fibration (S).

Now, if N is central in G, it is a fact that the local coefficient System {H%} is
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trivial for the fibration BG -> B(G/N). Therefore, in this case, the local coefficient
System {H%} is trivial for the fibration XG -» XG/N. Since we are using field
coefficients we see that

E2 —H (Xgjm, HN) H (XG/N)<8>z/pZHN

if N is central.
(Note: The results in this section are of course also true if G is a compact Lie

group, and N is a closed normal subgroup.)

4. Certain H-modules are Cohen-Macaulay

Suppose H is a (graded) commutative, Noetherian ring and M is a (graded)
commutative Noetherian H-algebra that is also a finitely generated (graded)
H-module. We may define (as is usual) the H-depth of M as the maximal rank of
an H-sequence (defined as in Section 2) on M and the H-dimension of M as the
Krull dimension of H/annH (M). Standard results in commutative algebra ensure
that the H-depth of M equals the M-depth of M; and the H-dimension of M
equals the M-dimension of M (M, Se2). Thus we may refer without ambiguity to
the depth of M and the dimension of M without the "H" or "M" préfixes. We
also hâve the standard resuit that depth M>dimM. We say that M is Cohen-
Macaulay if depth M dim M

(The reader who is used to seeing thèse results for local rings is reminded of
the accurate (at least for thèse results) analogy between local and graded rings.
The idéal of positive degree éléments plays the part that the maximal idéal does in
local algebra.)

Fix a prime p. Let G be a finite group and let X be a G-space with
finite-dimensional (over Z/pZ) mod-p cohomology. Define H as in Section 2. Let

P°dd
peven.

As in Section 2, M is a finitely generated H-module via the map X —> pt.
In this section we show that H and M are Cohen-Macaulay for certain groups

G and certain G-spaces X. Namely, we hâve:

THEOREM 2. Let G be a finite group with a unique p-torus A of maximal
rank. Assume A is also central Let X be a G-space such that XA X. Then M
and H are Cohen-Macaulay.
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Proof. According to Quillen (Ql: also, see Section 0), dimM rank(A)
dim H. Theorem 1 shows that depth H>rank (A), and that depth M>rank (A).
Now, since dimension always dominâtes depth, we obtain the theorem. QED

If G is a finite group let CG(A) {g e G \ ga agVa e A} be the centralizer of
A in G.

COROLLARY 2. If G is a finite group and X is a G-space with finite
dimensional (mod-p) cohomology, then for any maximal p-torus A in G,

^cG(A)(^A) is Cohen -Macaulay.

Proof. If A is maximal, then A is the unique maximal p-torus of CG(A). (For,
if B is another p-torus in CG(A), then for every a in A and b in B, ab ba. Thus,
the subgroup generated by A and B, (A, B), is a p-torus in G containing A. Since

A is maximal, (A, B) A and B<A.) It is clear that A is central in CG(A) and

acts trivially on XA. QED
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